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Prologue

This booklet attempts to outline the final years of the one-time

harbour or haven at Hythe in Kent. The problem has been to

interpret the information in the old records, which are never

explicit. Terms such as ‘old port’, 'new port’ and ‘old stade' may

refer to different locations at different times and are difficult to

place with certainty.

That there was once a harbour, and a thriving one, with war-ships, rnerchant~men and fishing
vessels sheltering from the open sea, is not in doubt. Its general location is known but it moved

over time as did the access channels and openings into it. It certainly began near West Hythe, 3

miles to the west of the present town. There was a Bronze-age settlement here, fisherfolk one

deduces, and near here later was the Roman Portus Lemanis, below Lympne, at the very start

of Stone Street, the main road to Canterbury. Romney Bay then received the waters (and
silt and debris too) of three rivers, the Tillingham, Brede, and Rother (formerly the Limen), and

of other lesser streams, pouring down from the uplands behind. A bank of shingle protected the

inner coastline from the open sea. and within that a desolate area of shingle banks, sand and mud

flats, with inlets and creeks, and a sheltered lagoon with access possibly from the west near

Greatstone and also from the east where one of the estuaries of the Rother met the incoming sea

near present-day Seabrook There may have been other inlets too, south from the Port.
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At safe anchor here in this calm water rode the tiny fishing boats, and the larger merchant—men

which supported the occupying Roman army - bringing reinforcements, warmer clothing and

other supplies for troops on look-out in the far north, and mail from home. Most visible would

have been the ships of Classis Brittanica, the war fleet, protecting this vulnerable coast so close to

the continental mainland from raiders and pirates. Later a large stone fort, 10 acres in area, was

built above the landing point — the ruins at Stutfall (occupied probably 275-350AD) can be seen

still. But in the dark unrecorded period after the Romans‘ departure in the early 5th Century,
there came land~slip, dramatic changes to the coast—line with higher sea—levels, and a build-up of




